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The causes of global variation in species richness have been debated for nearly two centuries with no clear
resolution in sight. Competing hypotheses have typically been evaluated with correlative models that do
not explicitly incorporate the mechanisms responsible for biotic diversity gradients. Here, we employ a
fundamentally different approach that uses spatially explicit Monte Carlo models of the placement of
cohesive geographical ranges in an environmentally heterogeneous landscape. These models predict
species richness of endemic South American birds (2248 species) measured at a continental scale. We
demonstrate that the principal single-factor and composite (species-energy, water-energy and
temperature-kinetics) models proposed thus far fail to predict (r 2#0.05) the richness of species with
small to moderately large geographical ranges (first three range-size quartiles). These species constitute the
bulk of the avifauna and are primary targets for conservation. Climate-driven models performed
reasonably well only for species with the largest geographical ranges (fourth quartile) when range cohesion
was enforced. Our analyses suggest that present models inadequately explain the extraordinary diversity of
avian species in the montane tropics, the most species-rich region on Earth. Our findings imply that
correlative climatic models substantially underestimate the importance of historical factors and small-scale
niche-driven assembly processes in shaping contemporary species-richness patterns.
Keywords: diversity gradients; South American avifauna; climate-based models;
species richness patterns; mid-domain effect; spatially explicit stochastic models

1. INTRODUCTION
More than 100 hypotheses have been proposed to explain
large-scale spatial variation of species richness (Palmer
1994), but no consensus has yet been reached on the
underlying mechanisms (Willig et al. 2003; Colwell et al.
2004; Currie et al. 2004; Pimm & Brown 2004). Studies of
continental floras and faunas have repeatedly demonstrated strong relationships between total species richness
and measures of temperature, precipitation and net
primary productivity (Currie 1991; Rahbek & Graves
2001; Hawkins et al. 2003; Currie et al. 2004). This strong
statistical signal has led to the widespread conviction that
some aspect of contemporary climate ultimately controls
continental species diversity (Hawkins et al. 2003).

Nevertheless, despite extensive effort, no mechanistic
model has thus far succeeded in explaining the observed
correlation between contemporary climate and species
richness (Currie et al. 2004). Alternative hypotheses have
highlighted the importance of habitat heterogeneity
(Guegan et al. 1998), surface area (Rosenzweig 1995),
regional and evolutionary history (Ricklefs 2004), and a
synergism between climate and evolutionary history
(Rahbek & Graves 2001). To date, climate models have
been evaluated with curve-fitting procedures, and causal
relationships have been suggested for several variables that
generate strong statistical signals. However, these
interpretations do not provide explicit tests of alternative
hypotheses, and curve-fitting procedures are not always a
reliable method for discriminating among models
(Burnham & Anderson 2002). Traditional correlative
studies treat species richness as a ‘black box’ in that they
describe the pattern of total species richness, but they do
not explicitly model the underlying placement of species’
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geographical ranges, which actually determines measured
richness (Currie 1991; Rahbek & Graves 2001; Hawkins
et al. 2003; Currie et al. 2004). Consequently, the repeated
demonstration of environmental correlates of species
richness has not brought us any closer to resolving the
mechanisms that are involved (Currie et al. 2004).
Recent null models for species richness gradients have
modelled species ranges more explicitly by randomizing
their placement within a spatially bounded one- or twodimensional geographical domain ( Jetz & Rahbek 2001;
Colwell et al. 2004). This approach has been controversial
because, in its simplest form, it assumes that species’
ranges are geographically cohesive (no holes or gaps in the
geographical range) and predicts that non-uniform
richness patterns would be expected even if geographical
ranges were placed randomly with respect to climatic
variables. In contrast, climatic hypotheses implicitly
assume that there are no such constraints on the
placement or on the cohesion of species’ geographical
ranges within the domain and that species occurrences are
limited primarily by climatic factors. To advance beyond
this controversy, we developed spatially explicit Monte
Carlo models that integrate the influence of climatic
variables on the position of ranges in a heterogeneous
landscape. We developed models with and without the
assumption of range cohesion (hereafter called the range
cohesion and range scatter models, respectively). These
new ‘hybrid’ models synthesize older environmental
explanations for species richness with more recent null
models of species range placement ( Jetz & Rahbek 2001;
Rangel & Diniz-Filho 2005a).
In this paper, we apply this new modelling approach to a
high-quality dataset of all South American land birds that is
already well established in the literature (Rahbek & Graves
2000, 2001; Graves & Rahbek 2005; Rahbek 2005), by
analysing species richness patterns for the endemic avifauna
of South America (2248 species), mapped at a spatial scale of
18 latitude–longitude cells. Using these empirical data as a
standard, we tested the predictions of 10 models derived
from geographical and climatic variables (figure 1), all of
which have previously been implicated in influencing
species-richness patterns (Currie 1991; Rahbek & Graves
2001; Jetz & Rahbek 2002; Hawkins et al. 2003; Willig et al.
2003; Brown et al. 2004, Jetz et al. 2004; Ruggiero &
Kitzberger 2004; Tognelli & Kelt 2004; Allen et al. 2006;
Kreft et al. 2006): six single-factor models (mean annual
temperature, mean annual precipitation, net primary
productivity (NPP), topographic relief, ecosystem diversity
and surface area); three composite models (species-energy,
water-energy and temperature-kinetics); and one classic null
model (geometric constraints).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Map construction and data template
All data and models were referenced to a gridded map
of continental South America, which included 1676 cells
(18!18 latitude–longitude) containing land. Land-bridge
islands on the continental shelf were excluded. This is the
same template used in the previous analysis of species
richness patterns of South American land and fresh-water
birds (Rahbek & Graves 2001).
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(b) Geographical ranges and species richness
The pattern of regional variation in avian species richness in
South America is relatively well known, and the taxonomic
inventory is more complete than for any other species-rich group
of organisms on the continent. We used an updated version
(5 September 2003) of the comprehensive geographical-range
database for land and fresh-water birds that are known to have
breeding populations in South America (2891 species; 531 533
cell records), outlined by Rahbek & Graves (2000, 2001; see also
‘Sources of Museum Specimens’ in the electronic supplementary material for a list of museums from which primary
distribution data were derived). Final maps for each species
represent a conservative ‘extent of occurrence’ extrapolation at a
resolution of 18!18 cells (latitude–longitude), based on
museum specimens, published sight records and spatial
distribution of preferred habitat.
We used the WORLDMAP application (Williams 1996) to
overlay the distributional data. Breeding species can be
categorized as ‘endemic’ or ‘non-endemic’ depending on
whether or not their global breeding ranges occur entirely
within South America (and its land-bridge islands). Our
analyses focused primarily on the subset of endemic species
(nZ2248 species; 284 517 cell records), which better satisfied
the assumptions of the range cohesion model ( Jetz & Rahbek
2002; Colwell et al. 2004). However, results were similar
when all South American species were analysed (tables 3 and 4
in the electronic supplementary material).
By species richness we mean the number of species occurring
in a cell of the 18!18 map, which approximates species density
(Gotelli & Colwell 2001) at the one-degree scale.
(c) Single-factor environmental maps
(i) Climatic variables
For each of the 1676 (18!18 latitude–longitude) land cells,
we estimated the mean annual temperature and mean annual
precipitation from the mean monthly climatic database
published by New et al. (1999), which was compiled at a
0.58!0.58 latitude–longitude resolution for the period
1961–1990. This source represents the most accurate
published database on contemporary climate of South
America available at this time. Temperature and precipitation
were calculated for each 18 cell as the mean of the 0.58!0.58
values within each cell. Data for NPP were obtained from the
DOLY global model compiled at a 0.258!0.258 latitude–
longitude resolution (Woodward et al. 1995). NPP was
calculated for each 18 cell as the mean of the 0.258!0.258
values within each cell. Environmental maps for temperature,
precipitation and NPP appear in figure 1 ( parts h, i and j,
respectively).
(ii) Ecosystem diversity
We obtained simple estimates of habitat diversity (figure 1) by
counting the number of distinct ecosystems in each cell from
a recently published map of global ecosystems (http://
edcdaac.usgs.gov/glcc/sadoc1_2.html). This source recognized 94 ecosystem classes derived from 1 km Advanced
Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data spanning a
12-month period (April 1992 to March 1993).
(iii) Topography
We used topographic relief (maximum minus minimum
elevation) in each cell as a surrogate for topographic
heterogeneity (figure 1). Elevational data were derived from
the Global Land One-kilometre Base Elevation (GLOBE)
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Figure 1. Species richness and environmental variables. (a–e) Species richness of endemic birds of South America (nZ2248
species) partitioned into geographical range-size quartiles (first, smallest; fourth, largest ranges), at a scale of 18!18
(latitude–longitude). ( f–m) Environmental maps used to guide species occurrence probabilities in stochastic models. ( f–j )
Simple variables analogous to traditional single-factor regression analyses. (k–m) Composite variables based on published
formal models of species richness: species-energy model (Currie et al. 2004); water-energy model (Hawkins et al. 2003; Currie
et al. 2004); and temperature-kinetics model (Brown et al. 2004; see electronic supplementary material for details).
Digital Elevation Model (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/
topo/globe.html). Maximum elevation was truncated at the
observed snowline (1200–5700 m), which varies as a complex
function of environmental variables, including latitude and
precipitation. No non-marine bird species recorded in South
America is known to breed on glaciers, ice or in snowfields.

represented only that proportion of the triangles coincident
with the focal 18!18 cell (or, for coastal cells, the proportion
overlying land). Finally, the areas of all the 30 arc-second subcells that overlapped land or fresh water within a given 18!18
cell were summed to produce the topographic surface area
used in our models.

(iv) Map cell surface area
Area was calculated as the land surface area within each 18!
18 latitudinal–longitudinal map cell. We retained coastal cells
in the analyses because they include a significant fraction of
the topographic relief in South America (Rahbek & Graves
2000). The planimetric area of oceans and marine estuaries
was subtracted from the area of coastal cells. Area is typically
calculated as the planimetric area of map cells rather than as
their surface area. Planimetric area calculation ignores the
topographic texture within each cell, which can vary
significantly for a given domain, often in a spatially ordered
fashion (e.g. in South America, the error introduced using
planimetric area decreases longitudinally at the Equator, from
the topographically rugged cells encompassing the Andean
mountains eastward through the relatively planar Amazonian
lowlands). Using the GLOBE DEM dataset (http://www.
ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/topo/globe.html), which provides a
digital elevational model with a resolution of 30 arc-seconds
(1/1208), we calculated the three-dimensional surface area for
each of the 1676 18!18 cells constituting the terrestrial
domain of South America, following the protocol of Jennes
(2002), adapted to our data and purpose.
On a 30 arc-second scale, each 18!18 cell encompasses
14 400 elevational values, one for each 30 arc-second subcell. Surface area was calculated for each 30 arc-second subcell within each 18!18 cell, based on triangular areas derived
from eight triangles. Each triangle connected the centre point
of the focal cell (pixel) with the centre points of two adjacent
cells among the eight cells surrounding the focal cell. These
triangles were located in a three-dimensional space, so that
the area of each triangle represented the true surface area
(given the resolution of our digital elevational model) of the
space bounded by its vertices. The total area of eight triangles
built around the focal cell area was adjusted, so that it

(d) Environmental maps for composite models
(i) Species-energy model
The species-energy model assumes that the density of
individuals depends on both productivity and area and that
the number of individuals and species richness are positively
correlated. Using the equations and model framework of
Currie et al. (2004), we created an environmental map
(figure 1) for the following model:
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xij Z ðarea !NPPÞ;
where area is the map cell surface area (see above).
(ii) Water-energy model
An extensive literature has developed implicating the role of
precipitation and energy in controlling species richness
(Hawkins et al. 2003). However, there is no agreement on
the specific form of the relationship between species richness
and these variables (Currie et al. 2004). In the absence of a
formal theoretical framework, we conducted a principal
components analysis (PCA) of temperature, precipitation
and NPP to create a multivariate function for establishing cell
probabilities. We used the loadings from the first principal
component, which accounted for 84% of the variation in
these variables among cells, to create an environmental map
(figure 1) for the following model:
xij Z 0:568 !ðtemperatureÞ C 0:554 !ðprecipitationÞ
C 0:609 !ðNPPÞ:
Probabilities of species occurrence are the highest in cells
exhibiting relatively high temperatures, high precipitation and
high NPP.
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(iii) Temperature-kinetics model
Allen et al. (2002) derived, from first principles, a model of
species richness as a function of temperature. Although their
model was designed specifically for ectotherms, it may be
appropriate for birds as well because the relationship between
temperature-corrected population density and body mass is
virtually identical for ectotherms and endotherms (fig. 2 of
Allen et al. 2002). Brown et al. (2004) subsequently
reformulated this model, and we have used this most current
formulation of the temperature-kinetics model (Allen et al.
2006). Although this model uses temperature as the only
predictor variable, the nonlinear functional form of the
relationship is different from our simple temperature model.
We created an environmental map (figure 1) based on the
functional form of the temperature-kinetics model from
Brown et al. (2004):
xij Z eKE=kT ;
where T is absolute temperature (K); E is average activation energy of the respiration complex (ca 0.65 eV;
1 eVZ1.602!10K19 J ); and k is the Boltzmann constant
(8.62!10K5 eV KK1; Allen et al. 2006).
(e) Map cell probabilities
For each of the nine environmental maps (cell surface area,
topographic relief, NPP, temperature, precipitation, ecosystem diversity, species-energy model, water-energy model and
temperature-kinetics model), we prepared a corresponding
probability map. Each of the 1676 terrestrial cells for South
America (including inland lakes and rivers), arranged in their
correct geographical relationship to one another, was
assigned a non-zero probability of occurrence, as specified
below.
To create the probability map for a simple environmental
variable (e.g. temperature) or a derived variable (e.g.
temperature-kinetics model value) x, we began with a raw
value xij for a cell in row i and column j of the matrix
(terrestrial cells only). Maps of these raw values for most of
the environmental drivers are illustrated in figure 1. (Surface
area is not illustrated.) The modelled probability of cell
selection Pij for the cell was then defined as
XX
xij
Pij Z P P
;
Pij Z 1:0:
x
i
j ij
i
j
For the 10th model (geometric constraints), Pij is constant for
all map cells at a value of 1/1676.
(f ) Stochastic models of species richness
Probability maps based on each of the six single-factor
models and three composite models outlined above were used
to guide two stochastic models of range location and
structure: the range cohesion model and the range scatter
model (see the electronic supplementary material for a
detailed description of the models).
In both models, the geographical range of each species in
the empirical avifauna was stochastically reconstructed in
South America using the same number of cells as in its
observed range. Each range was reconstructed using the same
rules, regardless of the actual identity of the species it
represented. Once all ranges had been simulated, predicted
species richness (the number of species that occurred in each
map cell in the model) was compared statistically with
observed species richness. Range simulation for each species
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)

began the same way in both models. An initial map cell was
chosen stochastically based on the probability map for a
particular environmental model (as defined in §2e): the
higher the value for a map cell, the more likely was the cell to
be chosen. The difference between the two models lies in the
placement of cell occurrences for the remaining cells (if any)
of the modelled range. In the range scatter model, range
cohesion was not enforced. The placement of each range was
completed by choosing the second and the subsequent cells
from among all cells not already occupied by that species,
anywhere in the map, guided only by the pertinent probability
map. The range scatter model assumes that the probability
that a species occupies a particular grid cell depends only on
the environment, not on the proximity of other cells occupied
by that species. Thus, although the observed number of
occupied cells for each species was preserved in the modelled
distributions, the cohesion of each geographical range was
unconstrained. Biologically, such a distribution implies a
complete absence of intrinsic limits and extrinsic barriers to
dispersal (Rangel & Diniz-Filho 2005b).
In contrast, in the range cohesion model, each species’
range was completed by choosing the second and the
subsequent cells from among cells neighbouring those already
occupied by that species, based on the relative values of all
adjacent unoccupied cells in the pertinent probability map
(see the electronic supplementary material for details). In this
way, the cohesion of each species’ geographical range is
preserved, although the precise placement and shape of the
range is guided stochastically by the environmentally
determined map cell probabilities. The range cohesion
model is appropriate for taxa mapped at a scale coarse
enough to yield continuous ranges for most species, based on
presence–absence data (Gaston 2003).
The stochastic placement of species occurrences in the
two models is a Monte Carlo method for estimating the
statistical expectation of species richness (range overlap) in
each map cell, with and without range cohesion. In the special
case of a uniform environment (all cells are equiprobable),
the range cohesion model simplifies to the ‘geometric
constraints’ (spreading dye) model of Jetz & Rahbek (2001)
and the range scatter model becomes equivalent to their ‘area
model’ and to the ‘random placement model’ of Ney-Nifle &
Mangel (1999).
(g) Statistical analysis
For each of the 10 environmental maps, we ran a range scatter
model and a range cohesion model 300 times each and then
regressed cell values for observed species richness on cell
values for mean species richness predicted by each model. In
addition to simple ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions,
we computed generalized least squares (GLS) regressions and
(where necessary) simultaneous autoregressive (SAR) models
to estimate regression coefficients and intercepts while
accounting for spatial autocorrelation. For comparison, we
also computed simple (OLS) regressions of observed richness
on the raw environmental factors. Model selection was based
on the spatially corrected slope and intercept values (a slope
of unity with an intercept at zero indicates a perfect fit) and
the corrected p-value for the statistical significance of r 2
(based on Dutilleul’s method). We ran these tests for bird
species endemic to South America (284 517 cell records for
2248 species). To assess the robustness of the results, we
carried out regressions for the six single-factor environmental
maps, using range data for all birds breeding in South
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first quartile
RS

n/a
0.00
species-energy
0.01
K0.72
water-energy
0.00
K5.15
temperature-kinetics
0.01
K5.33
precipitation (mm yrK1)
0.00
K0.89
temperature (mean annual, 8C)
0.01
K4.91
net primary productivity
0.00
(tons carbon per hectare per year) K1.51
topographic surface area (km2)
0.01
1.92
ecosystem diversity
0.21
(number of ecosystems in cell)
3.01
topographic relief
0.34
(elevational range, m.a.s.l.)
1.53

geometric constraints

quartile
factor
0.01
3.77
0.01
K1.15
0.00
K3.40
0.02
K4.16
0.00
K0.83
0.01
K3.09
0.01
K1.58
0.01
1.39
0.23
2.93
0.33
1.40

RC
n/a
0.00
0.00
K0.39
0.01
K3.46
0.03
K3.90
0.00
K0.30
0.02
K3.77
0.00
K0.80
0.00
1.17
0.22
1.88
0.42
1.10

second quartile
RS
0.00
0.99
0.02
K1.01
0.02
K2.14
0.05
K2.57
0.00
K0.49
0.03
K2.07
0.02
K1.17
0.00
0.55
0.19
1.80
0.38
0.99

RC
n/a
0.00
0.00
0.21
0.00
K1.27
0.04
K1.60
0.02
0.11
0.02
K1.52
0.01
K0.12
0.01
0.79
0.19
0.68
0.22
0.47

third quartile
RS
0.01
1.18
0.00
K0.18
0.01
K0.61
0.05
K0.98
0.01
0.01
0.02
K0.61
0.00
K0.41
0.00
0.90
0.11
0.75
0.17
0.53

RC

n/a
0.00
0.66
0.42
0.55
0.57
0.46
0.25
0.49
0.36
0.47
0.41
0.63
0.58
0.22
0.05
0.00
0.06
0.22
0.04

0.37
0.74
0.72
0.38
0.71
1.03
0.66
0.99
0.65
0.88
0.68
0.98
0.74
0.89
0.48
0.12
0.11
0.23
0.24
0.07

fourth quartile
RS
RC

n/a
0.00
0.46
0.24
0.33
K0.07
0.21
K0.51
0.39
0.04
0.25
K0.17
0.44
0.27
0.20
0.21
0.06
0.29
0.00
0.21

0.16
1.19
0.43
0.49
0.39
0.61
0.30
K0.14
0.42
0.53
0.34
0.51
0.44
0.63
0.27
0.34
0.12
0.51
0.02
0.29

all quartiles
RS
RC

Table 1. Explanatory models for species richness of endemic birds of South America (nZ2248). Rows represent environmental models and columns represent species range quartiles and
stochastic range placement procedures (RS, range scatter model; RC, range cohesion model). In each table cell, the first entry is the simple r2 value for the correlation between observed and
predicted species richness. The second entry is the slope of the relationship, based on an appropriately fitted spatial autocorrelation model (see Rangel et al. (2006) and supplementary table 1
in the electronic supplementary material for full model details). A successful model should explain a significant proportion of the variation in species richness and have a slope that is close to
1.0. Unshaded cells indicate non-explanatory models, for which the r2-value does not differ significantly from 0, based on the effective number of degrees of freedom using Dutilleul’s method
to adjust for spatial autocorrelation (Dutilleul 1993). Light grey cells indicate models for which the r2-value was significantly different from 0, but for which the 95% confidence interval of the
slope for the best-fitting spatial model did not bracket 1.0. (Note that some models in this category have negative slopes.) Dark grey cells (which have italic type) indicate models for which both
the r2 and the slope criterion were satisfied. Within each quartile, the model for which the slope is closest to 1.0 is boldfaced, indicating the best-fitting model for that quartile. For the fourth
quartile species, the slope values for the water-energy, temperature-kinetics and temperature models were virtually equidistant from the expected slope of 1.0, but the water-energy model was
selected as best fitting because it had a slightly higher r2-value and a better fitting intercept (see table 1 in the electronic supplementary material). Comparable results based on all birds of South
America (nZ2891) are shown in table 3 in the electronic supplementary material. Results of simple (OLS) regressions of observed species richness on raw environmental variables appear in
table 2 in the electronic supplementary material for endemic species and in table 4 in the electronic supplementary material for all species. Note that, for species with the largest ranges (fourth
quartile), incorporating range cohesion substantially improved the fit of all environmental models to observed richness (RS versus RC for fourth quartile). When species of all range size
quartiles were considered together (all quartiles column), the effect of range cohesion on model fit was quantitatively weaker, but remained consistent (only the species-energy model had a
slightly lower r2 for RC than for RS).
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of residuals (observed minus expected bird species richness) from range cohesion models. Results
are shown for subsets of endemic species partitioned into geographical range-size quartiles for the first (smallest ranges) and
fourth (largest ranges) quartiles for eight environmentally driven models. Note that the colour scale differs for the quartiles.
America (531 533 cell records for 2891 species). Finally, we
partitioned the species pool into subsets of species based on
their range size (first through fourth quartiles of ranked
ranges) and repeated all analyses for each quartile. See
electronic supplementary material for a detailed description
of statistical analysis.

3. RESULTS
When all species are considered together, the regressions
attribute substantial explanatory power to all six climatic
models (precipitation, temperature, NPP, species-energy,
water-energy and temperature-kinetics; 0.24#r 2#0.46,
table 1, all quartiles column). Similar correlations between
climatic factors and species richness are typical of
continental studies conducted at comparable spatial
resolutions (18 or 28 latitude–longitude cells; Currie
1991; Rahbek & Graves 2001; Jetz & Rahbek 2002;
Hawkins et al. 2003; Currie et al. 2004; Ruggiero &
Kitzberger 2004; Kreft et al. 2006). At our scale of
analysis, the three models related to spatial heterogeneity
(surface area, ecosystem diversity and topographic relief )
and the pure geometric constraints model were less
successful than climate-based models in explaining
aggregate species richness (0.00#r 2#0.27, table 1, all
quartiles column).
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The predictive power of our climate-based models was
not sustained, however, when the species pool was
partitioned into quartiles of species’ geographical range
sizes (first quartile, smallest ranges; fourth quartile, largest
ranges). For the first three range-size quartiles (all but the
largest ranges), all models based on climate variables
(precipitation, temperature, NPP, species-energy, waterenergy and temperature-kinetics), as well as those based
on geometric constraints and surface area, failed completely
to predict endemic species richness (0.00#r2#0.05,
table 1; figure 2). Qualitatively, the same result is obtained
for simple regressions of observed species richness on raw
environmental variables (table 2 in the electronic supplementary material), and for corresponding analyses of the
entire avifauna (nZ2891 species), which includes an
additional 643 non-endemic species whose ranges extend
beyond the boundaries of South America (tables 3 and 4 in
the electronic supplementary material). In contrast, fourth
quartile species (those with the largest ranges) yielded
strong correlations with the predictions of the climate
models (0.46#r2#0.74, table 1; figure 2) and with the
untransformed environmental variables (table 2 in the
electronic supplementary material), although the latter
yielded substantially poorer fits for fourth quartile species
than the corresponding range cohesion models.
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Figure 3. Effect of range cohesion on predicted bird species richness for fourth quartile (largest) ranges. Expected richness
driven by: (a) NPP in the range scatter model (geographical range cohesion not enforced; r2Z0.63); (b) simple geometric
constraints (geographical range cohesion enforced, but environment uniform, producing the mid-domain peak expected for
such models; r 2Z0.37); (c) NPP in the range cohesion model (necessarily influenced by geometric constraints; r 2Z0.74). (d )
Spatial distribution of residuals (observed minus expected species richness) for the range scatter NPP model, (a). (e) Observed
richness. ( f ) Residuals for the range cohesion NPP model (c).

For first quartile species, the accumulation of species
richness with topographic relief (as measured by elevational range) was significantly steeper than our models
predicted (slopeO1.0; table 1). For second quartile
species, the model based on topographic relief accurately
predicted species richness, whereas, for third and fourth
quartiles, the models based on topographic relief and
ecosystem diversity overestimated species richness.
A previous correlative analysis of African birds also
found that the effects of productivity decreased and
topographic heterogeneity increased at small range sizes
( Jetz & Rahbek 2002). However, our study is the first to
document a complete lack of correlation between species
richness and the predictions of climate-based models for
all but the largest-ranged species.

4. DISCUSSION
Our results and those of some previous analyses ( Jetz &
Rahbek 2001, 2002; Lennon et al. 2004; Ruggiero &
Kitzberger 2004; Kreft et al. 2006) suggest that statistical
associations between total species richness and environmental predictor variables may be misleading owing to the
dominating influence of widespread species. The geographical distribution of South American bird species with
the largest geographical ranges (fourth quartile) was
successfully explained only by the version of the waterenergy model that incorporates geographical range
cohesion as well as precipitation, temperature and NPP
(table 1). In contrast, all models based on contemporary
climate variables were unsuccessful in predicting species
richness of taxa with smaller ranges (first to third
quartiles). These results are not artefacts of sample size
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)

dilution caused by range size partitioning (tables 2 and 4 in
the electronic supplementary material). Species with
relatively small geographical ranges constitute the bulk
of the South American avifauna, and they contribute
heavily to the peaks of species richness observed in the
Andes and other montane regions of South America
(Graves & Rahbek 2005; figures 1 and 2).
Without exception, the inclusion of the range cohesion
assumption improved the fit of the data to the model
predictions for the widest ranging species (fourth
quartile). Moreover, the hybrid models (range cohesion
plus climate factors) always did a better job of predicting
species richness of wide-ranging species than simple
climate models that ignore range cohesion or classic null
models that enforce range cohesion but assume a
homogeneous spatial environment. As an example, figure 3
illustrates the effects of incorporating or omitting the range
cohesion assumption for the NPP model.
In contrast to single-factor and composite climatedriven models, the two models that directly incorporate
habitat heterogeneity (topographic relief and ecosystem
diversity) were stronger predictors of species richness for
taxa with small to moderately large ranges (first to third
quartiles: 0.11!r2!0.42, p!0.05; table 1) than for
species with the largest ranges (fourth quartile: 0.00!
r 2!0.24, pO0.05; table 1). However, even these models
could not account entirely for the species richness peaks in
humid montane regions, especially at equatorial latitudes
(figure 2).
The extraordinary species richness of the Andean
region is thought to be caused by elevated rates of
speciation, which are promoted by highly dissected
topography, narrow homothermous elevational zones,
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linear geographical ranges and disjunct habitat distributions (Vuilleumier & Simberloff 1980; Graves 1985,
1988; Fjeldså 1995; Rahbek & Graves 2001). At the
continental scale, the large residual variance (more than
97% for the first three range-size quartiles) generated by
our contemporary climate models (table 1) may reflect
historical events associated with the Pleistocene–Holocene
distribution and diversity of habitats (Haffer 1969) as well
as species-specific habitat preferences (Graves & Rahbek
2005) and niche conservatism (Peterson et al. 1999; Wiens &
Donoghue 2004). Although some of these mechanisms
undoubtedly interact with climatic factors, they are largely
uncoupled from measures of contemporary climate at
large spatial scales, and the modern distribution of avian
species in South America at the 18 scale is poorly predicted
by measures of contemporary climate.
Three caveats apply to our models and interpretations.
First, no specific functional relationships have been
proposed in the literature, based on the mechanistic
principles, for species richness as a function of the
environmental variables that drive the single-factor
models. In the absence of such functional forms and
given the infinite number of more complex possibilities,
the probability maps for single-factor models assume
parsimoniously that a simple proportional mapping is an
adequate representation of the relationship between the
measured environmental variable and the probability of
occurrence. Simple (1 : 1) proportionality will not
obviously hold over a very large range of values (e.g.
temperature), but as an initial assumption for the
restricted range of contemporary climate values observed
in South America (and the even smaller scope of variation
in these variables within the local neighbourhoods of
cohesive ranges), proportionality should capture the
essence of any strongly determined relationships with
species occurrence. Moreover, when range cohesion is
enforced, the modelled spatial pattern of range overlap
(and thus of species richness) is not a simple transformation of environmental variables, but it reflects the
complexities of spatial pattern in the environment as well.
We did not find evidence of strong nonlinearities in avian
species richness as a function of any of the single-factor
environmental variables over their actual range of values,
and all relationships proved to be monotonic, including
richness as a function of NPP (as illustrated in supplementary figure 1 in the electronic supplementary
material), which assumes a humped form at some spatial
scales (Rosenzweig 1995). To date, only the temperaturekinetics and species-energy models provide a priori
nonlinear functional forms for modelling the probability
of species occurrence, and we modelled them accordingly.
Other macroecological models are simply verbal descriptions of the effects of variables that have been measured
with conventional curve-fitting techniques.
Second, the results we have presented here are likely to
be scale dependent (Rahbek & Graves 2000, 2001; Willis &
Whittaker 2002; Rahbek 2005). The resolution of peaks
and troughs of species richness in South American birds
varies with macroecological scale as do the correlations of
environmental variables with spatial gradients of species
richness, as demonstrated by Rahbek & Graves (2000,
2001). In those studies, the predictive power of stepwise
regression models incorporating simple climatic and
topographic variables exhibited a roughly monotonic
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)

increase with increasing cell size, although the ranking of
variables depended on spatial scale. In particular, the
variance in species richness explained by topography
increased dramatically when cell size increased from
18!18 to 108!108. The critical question is what statistical
patterns will emerge at finer spatial scales (e.g. ca
10–1 km2). Although finer scales of resolution may be
impossible to achieve for the entire continent, we expect
that avian species richness will show stronger associations
with local climate when cell size is progressively reduced to
the point where few distinctive habitats are sampled by a
single map cell. In any case, the scaling effects fall outside
the scope of the present study.
Finally, by using Model I spatial regressions, our
statistical analysis has modelled error and spatial autocorrelation in the Y variable (observed species richness),
but it has not modelled the effect of errors in underlying
climatic and environmental data on predicted richness
(the X variable). In the simplest case, errors in X variables
bias measured slopes downward (Mesplé et al. 1996;
Farrell-Gray & Gotelli 2005). Ideally, a Model II
regression approach should be applied, testing the slope
and intercept of the reduced major axis (Mesplé et al.
1996), but unfortunately, spatial regression methods for
Model II regression are not yet available. Meanwhile, the
error introduced using Model I regression (underestimation of regression slopes, compared with Model II) is likely
to be substantially less serious and unpredictable than the
likely consequences of ignoring spatial autocorrelation,
which is known to be important in generating ecological
patterns (Legendre 1993; Lichstein et al. 2002; DinizFilho et al. 2003).
Questions about linearity, scale dependence and
sources of measurement error are not unique to our
analysis. Rather, they are common to all macroecological
analyses, although not always explicitly discussed.
In summary, our models and analyses suggest that
history, topography and niche-driven assembly processes
may be more important than large-scale contemporary
climate in shaping present-day patterns of species richness
in South American birds. Future modelling efforts should
incorporate phylogeny (Davies et al. 2005), range-size
evolution (Rangel & Diniz-Filho 2005b), dispersal
dynamics (Hubbell 2001; Leibold 2004) and community
assembly processes (Graves & Gotelli 1993; Graves &
Rahbek 2005). Such models may provide better insights
into the proximate and ultimate causes of species richness
patterns for taxa with smaller geographical ranges, which
are often the prime focus of conservation efforts.
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